
  
Environmental Justice  Workshop  

                                                                                 Session Notes  

Date: November 11th, 2020 

Time: 6:00 pm -7:30 pm 
Location: Zoom Virtual Meeting  
 

 
Present at the Meeting (Via teleconference)  

Panelists: Akira Yano, and Na Choih, Climate Generation and Ansha Zaman, Center For Earth, Energy                             
& Democracy 
Moderator: Yordi Solomone Director of Equitable Engagement Metro Blooms  

 

Graphic Artists: Cori, Lin, and Studio Thalo 
 

PPNA Staff: Ashely Bradford (Event & Office Coordinator), Grace Berke (Community Coordinator),            
Hannah Kamath (Communications Manager), and Tabitha Montgomery (Executive Director)  
 

 
Workshop Purpose  
Gain insight into programs and policies that can further affordable and reliable energy as solutions that 

can also positively combat climate change. 

 
Equitable Development Meeting Summary 
The meeting opened with a welcome and a thank you to all panelists, moderators, graphic notetakers 
and attendees.  
 
Akira Yano, and  Na Choih open the meeting by introducing themselves.  Akira is the youths campaign 
coordinator for climate generation and Na  is the Youth leadership mentor.  
 

Climate generation: A Will Steger Legacy empowers individuals and their communities to engage in 
solutions to climate change.  Akira and NA’s presentation can be found here.  
 

Akira and Na spoke to climate generations programming and Youth lead campaigns. Mentorship and              
resources are some of the benefits they provide their youth.  
 

Yeah MN is a place where youth can plug into climate activism in the cities. These are high school                   
students taking action for a just transition to a resilient climate future for all. 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1EwlUlRUaSLwgBHtSgyV96pAkTXnYXoxj6q27soae4Mc/edit?usp=sharing


They also spoke to their anti- racism work where they are exploring the intersections of climate change                 

and racial injustice, specifically policing.  
 
Lastly, climate generation is looking to gather testimony letters from the 67 districts in Minnesota.               

EYEWITNESS is a demonstration of literary activism with a mix of works from prominent and ordinary                
people. This book is a collection of short stories, poems, and artwork that speak to the diverse range of                   
backgrounds and perspectives of Minnesotans and their experiences of climate change.  

 
Ansha Zaman Introduced herself as a Policy coordinator for  the Center of Earth, Energy and Democracy.  
 

CEEDs’ mission is  to Work  in collaboration with environmental justice communities, CEED strategically 

works at the regional, national and local scale to: 

● Build a deeper body of climate and energy research/analysis that fundamentally addresses 

racial and class justice. 

● Provide energy and climate policy technical assistance based on CEED research to support the 

environmental justice movement. 

● Create community capacity building opportunities through popular education and promoting 

strategies for cross learning and sharing of information within environmental justice leaders and 

organizations.  

CEEDS’ presentation is linked here.  
 

Ansha spoke to how CEED builds capacity in communities and that is by Energy Efficiency Peer Learning 

Cohort, Regulatory Decision Making EngagementHome Weatherization & Energy Assistance Workshop. 

They also do policy advocacy and environmental justice networks.  

 

Moderators ask Graphic Notetakers to share their progress  

Moderator begins the structured Q&A sessions  

1) What are key challenges to building awareness and 
support for actions that can combat climate change  
now?  
 
2) What are current misconceptions about the 
inability to provide affordable and reliable energy?  

 
3) What are some ways folks can support 
environmental justice in community  

 
 
Moderator opens up the floor for audience Q&A session  
 
Workshop Closes  
Tabitha closes the meeting with thank you and updates attendees on other workshops coming up during 

the summit. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N8ltVnFy_Z09G_Fc02lGq2vjpP1qJa8A/view?usp=sharing

